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We investigate effect of the misspecified model when using conditional estimating equations in Section 4.1 and point out how to examine the limiting behaviour of estimators under misspecification.
To illustrate it, we consider a two-generation families comprised of two parents and two children. A Gaussian copula with an exchangeable structure is adopted for within-family dependence modeling while the true within-family dependence structure is induced by a Clayton copula. Limiting bias of estimators using the proporsed conditional estimating equations are calculated as a function of the strength of the within-family association, and their asymptotic relative bias are shown in Figure 2 . We also conduct supplementary simulation studies to examine the finite sample performance and to confirm the agreement. The simulation results are therefore reported in Table S.1. Table S .1 Empirical properties of estimates under conditional estimating equations for family data from response-dependent sampling using Gaussian copula with exchangeable association structure to model the within-family association, where true within-family dependence structure is induced by Clayton copula; n i = 3, nsim = 1000. log λ log κ β γ0 BIAS 1 is the averaged bias of the estimates and BIAS 2 is the limiting bias of the estimates; † G I corresponds to Gi with Gi21 = ∂ηi/∂θ ′ = 0; G II corresponds to Gi with Gi12 = 0 also; WPI is working partial independence assumption with Wi22 = diag{ηi(1 − ηi)}, Wi12 = W ′ i21 = 0.
